WACC Set Subjects for Competition Season 2022 / 2023
July 2022
NEGATIVE SPACE
www.photographypro.com/negative or
http://www.waccfoto.com/docs/compDefinitions/negativeSpace.pdf
Due in May for July

Negative space emphasizes and defines the main subject of a photo and helps to draw the viewer’s eye
to it. By decluttering the composition, you provide the image with space for the subject to breath and
engage the viewer.

September 2022
Architecture
Due in July for September
Architectural/Built Environment photography is about buildings or structures, interior or exterior,
and any part thereof; dynamic images of architecture or architectural details.
1. Abstract — a more ‘artistic’ take on architecture photography, usually featuring lines, shapes, or
angles, or parts of a structure outside the context of the whole
2. Bridges — images of bridges, arches, piers, or other similar structures or parts thereof
3. Buildings — photographs featuring buildings and structures, or any aspects of a building’s
architectural features
4. Cityscapes — the physical aspects of a city or urban area
5. Historic — buildings or architectural sites with historic significance or value
6. Interiors — Interior design or aspects or buildings or structural spaces
7. Industrial — buildings and structures serving commerce and/or industry
8. Other — architectural sites and structures, or aspects thereof, which fall outside the range of the
above categories

November 2022
Still Life
Due in September for November

An image that includes still objects. These can be commonplace objects that are either natural or manmade. The still life can be found or created.

January 2023
Night Photography
Due in November for January

Night photography (also called night-time photography) refers to the activity of capturing images
outdoors at night, but does NOT include sunrises or sunsets.
It may include the following
• Street photography at night
• Flash photography outdoors at night.
• Cityscapes taken at night.
• Landscape photography taken under a full moon using a long exposure.
• Light painting (lit by torchlight) of an interesting outdoor subject, or movement of colourful lights
with a long exposure.
• Astrophotography, such as photos of the moon and or the stars, including landscape
astrophotography.
• Star trails.

March 2023
Triptych
Due in January for March

A triptych (pronounced Trip’tik), when applied to photography, is a group of three pictures. usually with
borders to separate each picture. The overall image is to meet the requirements of no more than 1920
maximum on the horizontal, and no more than 1080 maximum on the vertical.
The individual photos can be placed on the vertical or the horizontal, or even overlap, dependant on
what you consider to be best for your overall layout, balance and aesthetics.
Your triptych can portray a story or a theme, and each individual image needs to be related in some way
to achieve the story or theme. Each picture requires photographic techniques as it would as a
standalone piece. The placement of each photo in the triptych will be critical to maximise the theme or
story.
Alternatively, your triptych can contain one photo, split into three, whereas each photo needs to have
photographic techniques as it would as a standalone piece.

May 2023
NATURE
Due in March for May
Definition as per Club web page, http://www.waccfoto.com/docs/compDefinitions/natureRequirements.pdf

July 2023
Home
Due in May for July
An image illustrating the topic 'Home' should tell or suggest a story...an emotional connection with the
home...it should express a sense of belonging or longing to be home rather than just an empty depiction
of a house.

